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ESG Investing in ‘Dirty’ Industries:
Materiality and the Chemicals Industry
At Neuberger Berman, we recognize that environmental, social and governance (ESG)
considerations are intrinsic to developing a complete and holistic view of the companies
in which we invest. We believe that ESG characteristics are an important driver of longterm investment returns from both an opportunity and a risk-mitigation perspective.
Our approach places primary responsibility for the assessment of material ESG factors with our fundamental equity and credit
research analysts, supported by specialist expertise from our ESG investing team. This approach allows us to assess the ESG risks
and opportunities for any issuer—even those in energy- and resource-intensive industries that might not end up being included in
a “sustainable” investment fund. Yet, the value of securities issued by those companies can still be affected by ESG factors, and so
even portfolios not labeled as “sustainable” ought to be considering these factors.
My role within the Global Equity Research Department is covering the Commodity & Specialty Chemicals sector and I have found
that considering sector-specific material ESG factors like workplace safety and life-cycle plastics can assist in identifying sustainable
and innovative companies even in a sector traditionally thought of as “dirty.”
Proprietary ratings aligned with the SASB materiality assessment

The first question that an analyst should ask when integrating ESG into their analysis of an issuer is “What specific ESG factors are
generally material for the industry in which this company operates?” Fortunately after many years of consultation, the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board (SASB) has helped build a detailed framework of financially material issues that are reasonably likely to
impact the financial condition or operating performance of companies from diverse parts of the economy. In November, standards
for 77 industries were formally codified, and can help companies to evaluate disclosure practices and investors to analyze and
engage on issues that are likely to impact financial performance.
As a longstanding supporter of the SASB—including contributing to the creation of the standards and to their ongoing maintenance
via the Standards Advisory Groups—analysts at Neuberger Berman use the SASB materiality assessment as the starting point for ESG
analysis. We then integrate our own sector-level expertise, and an appreciation of the investment time horizon, the specific risk and/or
opportunity that a given asset class is exposed to, as well as our broader expectations for the market as a whole and the given industry
relative to it. Each research analyst then works with our expert in-house ESG Investing team to identify relevant metrics, data and areas
for qualitative assessment to develop an industry-specific proprietary rating for each issuer. Ultimately, each Neuberger Berman sector
analyst determines which topics are most material, and can exercise their judgment to set the final rating.

As active fundamental investors, we believe in utilizing multiple sources of ESG data and research, including from third parties, as well
as original insights produced by in-house analysis and from our “big data” team. Third-party data sources typically rely on voluntary
company reporting, regulatory filings and publicly available government and industry data. Taken individually these data sources are
imperfect and fail to capture the majority of the investable universe.
Moreover, the typical backward-looking approach to data-gathering cannot translate a company’s culture and other intangibles that
connote its commitment to ESG—nuances that active, fundamental research strives to uncover. That is why it is also important to
engage actively with issuers on an ongoing basis to uncover timely and differentiated insights on their intentions and progress on
material ESG topics. In many cases, our ratings serve as a prompt to dig beneath the surface of the results to uncover developing
industry trends or company-specific actions that may not be captured in the data alone.
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During our engagement with issuers we often reference the SASB standards as our preferred disclosure framework because we believe it is
intended to be decision-useful for investors. Indeed, in 2018, we integrated into our Proxy Voting Guidelines an expectation that corporate
directors be familiar with the SASB standards for their industry and be able to discuss how SASB’s topics and metrics relate to the risk
assessment for their business. We have encouraged issuers to participate in the standards-setting process, including helping to facilitate the
participation of a leading global commodity plastics company on the SASB Sector Advisory group for Resource Transformation.
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ESG INVESTING IN ‘DIRTY’ INDUSTRIES: MATERIALITY AND THE CHEMICALS INDUSTRY

Health and Safety—A Material Risk Factor in the Chemicals Sector

My own work as an equity analyst covering the Chemicals sector exemplifies the materiality-driven approach in practice. In evaluating
the potentially material environmental and social factors for the sector, I particularly focus on workplace safety and sustainable product
innovation over the long term, in addition to environmental issues, such as greenhouse gas emissions, air quality and water management.
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In my view, plant safety is a highly material social factor as it speaks not only to management’s focus on employee well-being, but
also to the reliability of a company’s plant operations and ultimately its profitability. Some of this can be assessed through mandatory
regulatory filings (e.g., injuries reported to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration in the United States) or by using
specialist third-party assessments of the robustness of the health and safety management systems in place at the company.
Nonetheless, a simplistic use of this data or assessments can be misleading in some situations. This was the case for an engine oil and
industrial lubricants company that I was recently evaluating. The company was a recent spin-off into an independent, publicly traded
company, and so did not have a long track record of regulatory filings, nor a robust set of publicly available health and safety policy
documents. This led some third-party ESG ratings providers to negatively assess the issuer compared to its more established publicly
traded company peers.
We suspected that given the company was until recently part of a relatively well-run parent, its health and safety practices were more
robust than the data alone could tell us. A site tour and visit to the company’s headquarters helped demonstrate a safety culture
and ESG awareness on par with better-ranked organizations. For one example, the company had put in place an externally certified
management system designed to drive continuous improvement in the areas of environmental, health, safety and security; this system
guides everything from equipment and protocols to the stretching exercises employees perform at the beginning of their shifts to avoid
musculoskeletal injuries.
Ultimately, our field work helped validate the robustness of the company’s approach to health and safety, allowing me to incorporate
this qualitative input into our proprietary ESG ratings. This further supported my fundamental thesis about the company’s prospects.
We believe our engagement is motivating the company to improve its disclosures on workplace safety. Over time, as these disclosures
feed into third-party data sources, they should boost the company’s ESG standing in external ratings. As such, in this case, our active
engagement allowed us to identify a potential opportunity earlier than would have been possible through the passive use of data.
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Confronting Plastic Waste—A Sustainability Opportunity in the Chemicals Sector

480 billion plastic bottles per year; 500,000 plastic straws per day; 2 million plastic bags per minute.1 These are just a few examples of the
staggering rate at which plastic products pass through the hands of consumers—and in many cases into the world’s oceans, lakes and rivers.
The scourge of plastic waste has not gone unnoticed, however, and there has been increasing global attention—from consumers,
businesses and governments—on reducing the use of plastics. A recent European Union directive phases out certain single-use
plastics in support of the “circular economy.” For example, Volvo has announced that by 2025 at least 25% of the plastics used in its
new vehicles will be composed of recycled material.
While such demand-limiting developments may appear broadly unfavorable to incumbent chemicals companies, deeper analysis also
reveals emerging opportunities in the industry. By incorporating material environmental factors into our research, we were able to
pinpoint select commodity chemical companies that are partnering with recycled-content providers to develop innovative solutions
that we believe will be not only positive from a stakeholder perspective, but also material to long-term financial performance.
Plastics are likely to play a large role in the global economy for many years to come. A more nuanced look at this material recognizes
its utility. Plastic is a light, durable and flexible material that helps, among other things, to reduce food waste (via its ability to preserve
and protect food), cut vehicle emissions (by making cars lighter) and improve building insulation (through use of plastic foam products,
which improve energy efficiency).
Several chemicals companies are aiming to limit future environmental impact of plastics by prioritizing innovations that optimize
future recyclability while they simultaneously target reductions of production-related emissions and energy consumption. According to
the World Bank in 2017, only 10 – 15% of plastic waste is recycled, but 25% of collected plastic cannot be recycled currently due to
contaminants. Integrating recyclability into the design of plastics is a key element to improving recyclability and reducing waste.
As a case in point, one of the largest plastics, chemicals and refining companies in the world formed a joint venture to develop new
polymers in conjunction with a resource management and recycling company. The ultimate goal would be to move toward a more
effective plastics system that can ultimately demonstrate the potential for a wider shift from a linear to a circular economy, in which
plastics never become waste. Innovation for sustainability is challenging to assess quantitatively. It takes an analyst immersed in
the industry to judge how seriously a company is undertaking this kind of change and to integrate that insight into an investment
assessment for the long term.
Conclusion

Assessing material ESG factors is an essential ingredient to Neuberger Berman’s long-term investment philosophy, backed by fundamental
research and engagement with management teams. We have built upon the SASB framework, layering proprietary insights and data to
develop a perspective on individual sectors and companies that we believe can surface insights and forecast incremental improvement
before they may be picked up in disclosures and third-party ratings systems. This discipline helps facilitate investment decisions in all
sectors, even those like Chemicals, which may have traditionally been overlooked by sustainability-oriented investors.

Earthday Network, “How Much Disposable Plastic Do We Use?” April 2018.
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